
This article covers the development of a relatively new AST 
standard that addresses inspection for small petroleum tanks. While 
there are several existing petroleum storage tank inspections 
standards such as API 653, the standards provide little specific 
guidance for small field erected or shop built tanks. For the most 
part there have been no relevant tank standards that appropriately 
address the need for inspections of these tanks. The problems 
of using a tank standard that satisfies both regulatory needs as 
well as corporate needs are discussed in the context of how the 
standard applies risk management principles to adapt to these two 
sometimes conflicting interests in an optimised way. This article 
is intended to make you aware of this new tank inspection and 
management tool that provides a minimum set of rules to satisfy 
tank integrity for small tanks.

STI SP001 is truly a state of the art standard that embraces 
new ideas. Some key concepts which allow it to maintain tank 
integrity at reasonable cost are:

• Advanced environmental protection

•  Risk management principles (often called risk based inspection 
RBI)

• Fitness for service incorporated

Role of SPCC
While previous editions of STI SP001 existed, it is the 3rd 
edition that represents the major changes to the standard that 
virtually make it a new standard. The 3rd edition was driven 
by the anticipation of the new US SPCC Rule (40 CFR 112). 
This Rule is effectively a national regulation that applies to all 
petroleum facilities and it mandates inspection for tanks as small 
as 55 gallons. Although standards such as API 653 may be used 
to inspect any steel tank, regardless of size, attempting to use it 
for small tanks can result in potential problems. For example, 
since API 653 is aimed at large tanks it assumes that access to the 
interior of the tank is possible through manways. Small tanks may 
not have manways and may not be large enough to safely perform 
inspections internally. Attempting to adopt API 653 or EEMUA 
159 to shop built tanks or to very small field erected tanks would 
require that each company interprets and writes supplementary 
rules regarding how to do these small tank inspections.

Development process
Because of the anticipated widespread usage of the standard 
in the US, the STI followed a process which went beyond the 
requirements that ANSI has established for accredited standard 
writing organisations (although STI is not an ANSI accredited 
organisation). The hallmarks of this process are:

•  Balance by stakeholders including regulators, manufacturers, 
consultants and owners and operators

•  Consensus which was accomplished with the voting process

•  Open process which allowed anyone in the public or private 
sector to review the proposed standard and make changes

•  Due process which included a methodology for resolving 
negative ballots on the final standard

Although we do not have time to discuss this process in detail, 
the ANSI voluntary standards have the best chance of resulting 
in a standard that is developed with sufficient expertise and 
consideration of stakeholder positions to allow it to receive buy in 
by all stakeholders.

The need for a new tank inspection standard
To understand why a new standard was needed it is useful to consider 
the specific aspects of tank inspection and tank integrity that are not 
very well addressed by currently available tank inspection standards:

•  Risk based inspection

•  Leak detection (which relates to risk based inspection)

•  Double wall tanks, flat wall tanks, portable containers

•  Inspection incentives for well designed tanks with low risk

The more important elements of these items are covered below.

Advanced environmental protection
Although API has defined a release prevention barrier (RPB) in 
API 2610 (Second Edition, May 2005, para 3.15), it does not show 
how to use an RPB effectively. STI SP001 actually classifies tanks 
with RPBs as lower risk and provides reduced inspection levels 
for these tanks. For example, a shop built tank with a volume of 
10,000 gallons that is within a secondary containment area but 
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Tank Description Tank has CRDM AST Category

AST in contact with soil no 2 or 3

Elevated tank with no part of container in contact with soil (includes concrete encased tanks) yes 1

Vertical tank with RPB yes 1

Vertical tank with double bottom yes 1

Vertical tank with RPB under tank yes 1

Vertical tank in direct contact with soil no 2 or 3

Double-wall tank yes 1

AST with secondary containment dike yes 1

TABLE 1: EXAMPLE TANK TYPES AND AST CATEGORY
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is in direct contact with the soil is classified as a Category 2 tank 
(See Table 1). It must be internally inspected every 20 years and 
externally inspected every 10 years if leak detection is not used. 
However, the same tank with an RPB moves into category 1.  
This tank may be externally inspected every 20 years only. No 
internal inspection is required.

Another unique aspect of Standard SP001 is the incorporation 
of leak detection as both a requirement and an option. More 
significantly the standard frames the role of leak detection into 
the bigger picture considering risk management, different kinds 
of leak detection, and as a way to reduce internal inspection 
frequency by applying leak detection. A complete discussion of 
the role of leak detection is given in Figure A3.5 of the Standard 
(See Figure 1).

Risk management principles
API 653 briefly discusses and allows for risk management (Third 
Edition, Addendum 2005, para 6.4.3). It does this allowing the 
owner-operator to “establish the internal inspection interval using 
risk based inspection procedures”. However, it does not really 
provide any details about how to apply risk management. Careful 
examination of Table 1 of STI SP001 shows that the principle 
of RBI is embedded into the table. Tanks with a higher level of 
integrity are given a credit in terms of the inspection frequency 
and intensity. The highest level is called Category 1. Tanks with 
correspondingly higher inherent risk are assigned to Categories 
2 and 3.  Category 2 does not have a CRDM (continuous release 
detection method) which includes RPBs, elevated tanks, tanks 
on grillage, double bottom tanks or tanks with full concrete slabs 

Figure 1. Role of leak detection in tank integrity.
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under them. Category 3 is the highest risk category and is the 
same as category 2 but this tank does not have spill control or 
econdary containment. 

While the STI committee felt that internal inspections are the 
best possible inspections, the risks of personnel entry were also 
considered. In addition, many of the tanks within the scope of 
the standard do not have manways. The risks of creating manways 
were weighed against the benefit of an improved inspection. These 
considerations in part resulted in the division of Table 1 into size 
ranges.  It is only when tanks are over 30,000 gallons that an 
internal inspection is mandatory.

Brittle fracture
While brittle fracture is only addressed in the field erected tank 
appendix to the standard, it applies to all tanks both shop and field 
erected within the scope of the standard. Since these tanks all have 
shell thicknesses less than 1⁄2 inch thick, previous studies show that 
there is no need for an assessment. The standard eliminates the need 
for the inspector to obtain a copy of the brittle fracture assessment 
charts in either API 653 or API 579 to go through an analysis only 
to find out that the tank wall thickness eliminates the need for such 
an analysis and the documentation to go along with it.

Field erected tank appendix
One of the most controversial aspects during the development of 
this standard involved the inclusion of small field erected tanks. 
The scope includes field erected tanks up to 30 feet in diameter 
to a maximum height of 50 feet. The reasons that the committee 
chose to include field erected tanks are as follows:

•  Small field erected tanks do not require the brittle fracture 
assessment that is outlined in API 653.

•  The thickness of small field erected tanks is not governed 
by hoop stress, but rather by constructability, as it is for shop 
fabricated tanks.

•  Many facilities have both shop and field erected tanks which 
are all less than 30 feet in diameter. Rather than inspecting 
these facilities to several different tank inspection standards, STI 
SP001 may be used to inspect all of these tanks. This reduces 
the administrative and contractual burden in that only one 
inspection agency is required to inspect all the tanks at the 
facility.

•  Small tanks less than 30 feet in diameter can apply leak detection 
with a reasonably small threshold and so that leak detection 
becomes a viable tool for verifying tank integrity. This provides 
an option to the internal inspections intervals of API 653.

There was some concern that the knowledge and skills of 
the STI inspector might be less than needed for field erected 
tanks, given that historically STI inspectors only inspected shop 
fabricated tanks. While this argument could be called accurate 
if assessed now, the STI is providing the knowledge and skills 
through training and testing in future tank inspector certification 
programs. Every new programme needs some time before it 
becomes established.

Summary and conclusions
The 3rd edition of STI SP001 provides the industry with a 
needed standard that is aimed at shop fabricated and small field 
erected tanks. It incorporates risk based considerations which 
tie the intensity and frequency of the inspections to the risks 
of different types of tank configurations in a way that no other 
standard has yet done. This standard represents the latest thinking 
which considers benefits and costs so that it can be bought into 
by both industry and regulatory stakeholders.


